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ERFURT is your strong partner for textured and smooth wallcoverings for customised colour design.  
The invention of woodchip wallcoverings by our great-great-grandfather Hugo Erfurt has shaped our company 
since 1864. At the same time, we have always explored new avenues and successively extended our product 
range: nonwoven woodchip, smooth and textured nonwoven, technical products and an energy-saving interi-
or wall system. All our products must meet stringent quality standards, with priority being given to the needs 
of our customers and the usability of the product. As a pioneer in the sector, we actively promote an environ-
mentally-friendly approach and we are constantly optimising our production and processes to become more 
sustainable. The healthy aspect of our products are just one result of this. Naturally, this product range has 
been produced using environmentally-friendly methods. We are thrilled to be the right partner for your won-
derful wall design.

Henrik, Felicitas and Martin Erfurt

Wuppertal
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Sustainability at ERFURT

A sense of responsibility to protect human health and conserve the environment has formed an integral 
part of our company's philosophy for generations. As a family-owned company, it is in our very nature to 
think about the future.

Climate protection
ERFURT is guided by the 1.5 degree climate 
target of the Paris Agreement signed at the 
2015 United Nations Climate Conference.  
We are continuously investing in our site 
and production to save energy.

Resource conservation
Our products are predominantly produced from 
sustainable resources. Recycled raw materials 
reduce the volume of waste we produce and 
our renewable raw materials, FSC®-certified 
wood fibres, come from responsibly managed 
forests.

Social sustainability
We are committed to social projects in  
our region. Our employees and customers  
are at the heart of everything we do.  
Our headquarters have been in Wuppertal 
since 1827 and we are investing in our  
long-term future.

*information on the level of emissions of volatile 
substances into indoor air associated with a risk 
of toxicity through inhalation, on a scale from A+ 
(very low emissions) to C (high emissions)

erfurt.com/sustainability
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5 Sustainable raw materials in ERFURT wallcoverings

Our wallcoverings meet our customers’ wishes for a healthy, natural living 
environment, and the desire to protect and preserve the environment 
through our own actions.

1 2 3 4

1  High-quality 
recycled paper

2  Recycled textile 
fibres

3 Wood fibres
4  Renewable 

cellulose

RECYCLED 
FIBRES

Recycled raw 
materials reduce our 
volume of waste.  
Our raw materials are 
made of high-quality 
recycled paper and 
recycled textile 
fibres.

RENEWABLE 
FIBRES

Our natural 
renewable fibres 
come from 
responsibly  
managed forests.

ERFURT Woodchip ERFURT Nonwoven Woodchip

RECYCLED 
FIBRES

75%

RENEWABLE 
FIBRES

25%

RECYCLED 
FIBRES

45%

RENEWABLE 
FIBRES

55%

ERFURT-Variovlies Eco Green ERFURT-Variovlies nonwoven

RECYCLED 
FIBRES

100%

RENEWABLE 
FIBRES

0%

RECYCLED 
FIBRES

0%

RENEWABLE 
FIBRES

100%
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You can be as flexible as you want to be with this ultra-simple 
design idea for your working-from-home desk area: simply 
match the height and width of the corner area to the dimensions 
of your furniture and adapt your choice of colour to your 
furnishings. This example shows how the wall design delineates 
the home office area, separating it from the rest of the room.

Inspiration6



ERFURT-
Rauhfaser

The ‘Original’

Paintable woodchip wallcoverings 
with an evenly textured surface

The ‘Original’: simple to use,  
success every time
Eco-friendly and healthy
Free of PVC and plasticisers
Suitable for allergy-sufferers and  
moisture-regulating



Rauhfaser-woodchip wallcovering
Proven quality 
Traditional ERFURT-Rauhfaser made of 100 % recycled paper is available in three qualities: 
Classico, Avantgarde and Sprint. 
Even novices are guaranteed good wallpapering results with woodchip. And then you can 
really let your creative juices flow: your personal interior design starts once the woodchip 
has been applied – using paint or easy-to-apply effects to create walls to make you feel 
good in an instant.

The benefits at a glance:
 • Eco-friendly and healthy
 • Free of PVC and plasticisers
 • Breathable and moisture-regulating
 • Suitable for allergy-sufferers
 • Can be re-painted several times

– Simple – success 

every time
The ‘Original’

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57

Rauhfaser 

Classico

ERFURT-Rauhfaser 8



Rauhfaser Classico

Rauhfaser Avantgarde

Order number: 1003234
Roll dimensions: 20.0 x 0.53 m/10.6 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 24
EAN no.: 4000599 008414

Order number: 1003233
Roll dimensions: 20.0 x 0.53 m/10.6 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 30
EAN no.: 4000599 008377

Order number: 1003232
Roll dimensions: 20.0 x 0.53 m/10.6 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 39
EAN no.: 4000599 008391

Rauhfaser Sprint

9



ERFURT-Rauhfaser10

Rauhfaser 

Classico

ERFURT-Rauhfaser Family10

Particularly low-emission.  
Health aspects tested for  
use in the nursery.



ERFURT-Vlies-
Rauhfaser

The ‘Original’

Paintable nonwoven woodchip with an 
evenly textured surface

The ‘Original’: simple to use, fast,  
succeeds every time
Can be applied using the  
paste-the-wall technique
Covers cracks and is durable 
Eco-friendly and healthy
Free of PVC and plasticisers
Suitable for allergy-sufferers and  
moisture-regulating

Particularly low-emission.  
Health aspects tested for  
use in the nursery.



Vlies-Rauhfaser 
A new focus on modern woodchip
ERFURT-Vlies-Rauhfaser is the modern woodchip wallcovering, which is simple, fast and 
convenient to hang using the paste-the-wall technique. Experienced home decorators,  
as well as novices, are guaranteed to get a good result when wallpapering.
The different look of the Vlies-Rauhfaser textures – from ultra-delicate to extra-coarse – 
offers a wide selection for every style. Whether sophisticated or rustic, use it to create 
individual lifestyle trends within your own four walls.

The benefits at a glance:
• Can be applied using the paste-the-wall technique
• Covers cracks (Class A cracks) and is durable
• Eco-friendly and healthy
• Free of PVC and plasticisers
• Breathable and moisture-regulating
• Suitable for allergy-sufferers
• Can be re-painted several times
• Easy to remove

 – Simple – fast – 

succeeds every time
The ‘Original’

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57

Vlies-Rauhfaser

Viva

ERFURT-Vlies-Rauhfaser12



Order number: 1000658
Roll dimensions: 15.0 x 0.53 m/7.95 m2

Carton content: 12
Boxes per pallet: 30
EAN no.: 4000599 019441

Vlies-Rauhfaser Viva

Vlies-Rauhfaser Elegance

Vlies-Rauhfaser Romantic

Vlies-Rauhfaser Classico

Order number: 1000316
Roll dimensions: 15.0 x 0.53 m/7.95 m2 

Carton content: 12
Boxes per pallet: 18
EAN no.: 4000599 888627

Order number: 1000310
Roll dimensions: 15.0 x 0.53 m/7.95 m2

Carton content: 12
Boxes per pallet: 27
EAN no.: 4000599 888610

Order number: 1000305
Roll dimensions: 15.0 x 0.53 m/7.95 m2

Carton content: 12
Boxes per pallet: 24
EAN no.: 4000599 888603
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Order number: 1000303
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.33 m2

Carton content: 12
Boxes per pallet: 24
EAN no.: 4000599 888634

Vlies-Rauhfaser Rustic

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57

ERFURT-Vlies-Rauhfaser14



Vliesfaser
Basic

The ‘Original’

PVC-frei

Free of PVC

Slightly embossed nonwoven 
wallpaper made of sustainable  
raw materials

PVC-free 100 % nonwoven
Painting required
Scratch-resistant once painted

LIGHTWEIGHT 120 g/m2



ERFURT-Vliesfaser Basic

ERFURT-Vliesfaser Basic 120 g/m2

The ERFURT-Vliesfaser Basic range consists of lightly embossed nonwoven wallcoverings 
made from sustainable raw materials. The range of subtle yet sophisticated designs  
offers the perfect wallcovering to suit every interior style and taste. Once painted,  
the wallcoverings are scratch-resistant and durable.  

The benefits at a glance:
 • 100 % nonwoven wallpaper
 • Painting required
 • Scratch-resistant once painted
 • Free of PVC and plasticisers
 • Can be hung directly on the wall
 • Can be re-painted several times
 • Breathable

Vliesfaser

Basic 100

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57
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Order number: 1004302
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017249

Vliesfaser Basic 100

Order number: 1004303
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017287

Vliesfaser Basic 101

Order number: 1004304
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017300

Vliesfaser Basic 102

Order number: 1004305
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017348

Image 50% reducedVliesfaser Basic 103

PVC-frei

Free of PVC

17



ERFURT-Vliesfaser Basic

Order number: 1004306
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017362

Vliesfaser Basic 104

Vliesfaser Basic 105

Vliesfaser Basic 106

Vliesfaser Basic 107

Order number: 1004376
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018949

Order number: 1004362
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018611

Order number: 1004307
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017386
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Order number: 1004377
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018963

Vliesfaser Basic 108

19
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Vliesfaser

Basic 104

ERFURT-Vliesfaser Basic20



CO2-neutral 
by reducing 
emissions in 
production and 
international 
compensation 
projects

Vliesfaser
Protect

The ‘Original’

PVC-frei

Free of PVC

Heavily embossed nonwoven 
wallpaper made of sustainable  
raw materials

PVC-free 100 % nonwoven
Painting required
Ultra-scratch-resistant once painted

STRONG 150 g/m2



ERFURT-Vliesfaser Protect

Vliesfaser

Protect 200

ERFURT-Vliesfaser Protect 150 g/m2

The ERFURT-Vliesfaser Protect range stands out with its stable nonwoven wallpapers with 
many attractive and expressive textures. These ERFURT nonwoven wallcoverings are made 
of sustainable raw materials. CO2-neutral by carbon compensation.  

The benefits at a glance:
 • 100 % nonwoven wallpaper
 • Painting required
 • Ultra-scratch-resistant once painted
 • Free of PVC and plasticisers
 • Can be hung directly on the wall
 • Can be re-painted several times
 • Breathable

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57
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Order number: 1004308
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 017409

Order number: 1004309
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 017423

Vliesfaser Protect 201

Vliesfaser Protect 202

Vliesfaser Protect 203

Order number: 1004311
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 33 
EAN no.: 4000599 017461

Order number: 1004310
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 33 
EAN no.: 4000599 017447

Vliesfaser Protect 200

PVC-frei

Free of PVC
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ERFURT-Vliesfaser Protect

Order number: 1004312
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 33 
EAN no.: 4000599 017485

Vliesfaser Protect 204

Vliesfaser Protect 205

Vliesfaser Protect 206

Vliesfaser Protect 207

Order number: 1004315
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017553

Order number: 1004314
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017539

Order number: 1004313
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 017515
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Order number: 1004316
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 017577

Vliesfaser Protect 208

Vliesfaser Protect 209

Vliesfaser Protect 210

Vliesfaser Protect 211

Order number: 1004319
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 33 
EAN no.: 4000599 017645

Order number: 1004318
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 017621

Order number: 1004317
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 017591

*Texture image 50% reduced
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ERFURT-Vliesfaser Protect

Order number: 1004320
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017669

Vliesfaser Protect 212

Vliesfaser Protect 213

Vliesfaser Protect 214

Order number: 1004364
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 018659

Order number: 1004363
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 42 
EAN no.: 4000599 018635

26



CO2-neutral 
by reducing 
emissions in 
production and 
international 
compensation 
projects

Vliesfaser
Ready

The ‘Original’

PVC-frei

Free of PVC

PRE-PAINTED 140 g/m2

Embossed ready-to-use 
wallcoverings made of  
sustainable raw materials

White printed nonwoven wallpaper
No painting required
Ultra-scratch-resistant without painting



ERFURT-Vliesfaser Ready

Vliesfaser

Ready 300

ERFURT-Vliesfaser Ready 140 g/m2

The ERFURT-Vliesfaser Ready product range of nonwoven wallpapers delight with their fine-
ly embossed textures. The wallcoverings in this product range are pre-painted, so no need 
to paint them after wallpapering. But, of course, you can still paint them to your taste in a 
colour of your choice. ERFURT-Vliesfaser Ready nonwoven wallcoverings are produced from 
sustainable raw materials. CO2-neutral by carbon compensation. 

The benefits at a glance:
 • White printed nonwoven wallpaper
 • No painting required
 • Ultra-scratch-resistant without painting
 • Free of PVC and plasticisers
 • Can be hung directly on the wall
 • Can be re-painted several times
 • Breathable

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57
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Order number: 1004369
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017683

Order number: 1004370
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017706

Vliesfaser Ready 300

Vliesfaser Ready 301

Vliesfaser Ready 302

Vliesfaser Ready 303

Order number: 1004372
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017744

Order number: 1004371
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017720

*Texture image 50  % reduced

PVC-frei

Free of PVC

29



Order number: 1004373
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017768

Vliesfaser Ready 304

Vliesfaser Ready 305

Order number: 1004374
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 69 
EAN no.: 4000599 017782

ERFURT-Vliesfaser Ready30
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Printed nonwoven wallcovering  
made of environmentally-friendly  
nonwoven material

Nonwoven made of 100 % recycled fibres
Water-based textured foam
Painting required
Smooth rear side for fast working

LIGHTWEIGHT

Strukturvlies
Basic

The ‘Original’

PVC-FREI

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D



ERFURT-Strukturvlies Basic 

Strukturvlies 

Basic 400 

32

ERFURT-Strukturvlies Basic 
The sustainable nonwoven wallcoverings, ERFURT-Strukturvlies Basic, consist of a non-
woven carrier material made exclusively from recycled fibres. The texture is achieved by 
applying a water-based textured foam. This makes ERFURT-Strukturvlies Basic wallcover-
ings veritably impressive, healthy products. Their smooth back means that they are also 
very easy to handle. We recommend applying a coat of paint to this range.

The benefits at a glance:
 • 100 % recycled fibre nonwoven carrier material
 • Water-based textured foam
 • Painting required
 • Smooth rear side for fast working
 • Free of PVC and plasticisers
 • Can be hung directly on the wall
 • Can be re-painted several times
 • Breathable

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57
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Order number: 1004351
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018345

Strukturvlies Basic 400 

Order number: 1004352
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018352

Strukturvlies Basic 401  

Order number: 1004353
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018369

Strukturvlies Basic 402  

Order number: 1004354
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018376

Strukturvlies Basic 403  
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*Texture image 50 % reduced

PVC-FREI

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D



ERFURT-Strukturvlies Basic 

Order number: 1004355
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018383

Strukturvlies Basic 404

Strukturvlies Basic 405 

Strukturvlies Basic 406 

Strukturvlies Basic 407 

Order number: 1004358
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57
EAN no.: 4000599 018413

Order number: 1004357
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018406

Order number: 1004356
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018390
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Order number: 1004359
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018420

Strukturvlies Basic 408 

35

*Texture image 50 % reduced



36 ERFURT-Strukturvlies Basic 36

Strukturvlies 

Basic 405
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Ready-to-use white wallcovering with 
a very hard-wearing surface finish

White printed nonwoven wallpaper
Nonwoven made of 100 % recycled fibres
No painting required
Ultra-scratch-resistant without painting
Smooth rear side for fast working

STRONG

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

VORGESTRICHEN

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

VORGESTRICHEN PVC-FREI

PVC-FREI

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

PVC-FREI

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

Strukturvlies
Premium

The ‘Original’



ERFURT-Strukturvlies Premium

Strukturvlies  

Premium 500 

38

ERFURT-Strukturvlies Premium
The range of sustainable ERFURT-Strukturvlies Premium wallpapers includes bold textures 
achieved by the application of a water-based textured foam. Their smooth rear makes  
ERFURT-Strukturvlies wallcoverings easy to apply. ERFURT-Strukturvlies Premium is 
pre-painted, and so can be repainted whenever you wish to redecorate.

The benefits at a glance:
  • White printed nonwoven wallpaper
 • No painting required
 • Ultra-scratch-resistant without painting
 • Smooth rear side for fast working
 • Free of PVC and plasticisers
 • Can be hung directly on the wall
 • Can be re-painted several times
 • Breathable

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57



Order number: 1004389
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017973

Strukturvlies Premium 500  

Order number: 1004390
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 017997

Strukturvlies Premium 501  

Order number: 1004391
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018017

Strukturvlies Premium 502  

Order number: 1004392
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018031

Strukturvlies Premium 503  

39

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

VORGESTRICHEN

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

VORGESTRICHEN PVC-FREI

PVC-FREI

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D
PVC-FREI

VORGESTRICHEN

P R E - P A I N T E D

*Texture image 50 % reduced

*Texture image 50 % reduced

*Texture image 80 % reduced

*Texture image 50 % reduced



Order number: 1004393
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018055

Strukturvlies Premium 504  

Strukturvlies Premium 505 

Order number: 1004394
Roll dimensions: 10.05 x 0.53 m/5.32 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 57 
EAN no.: 4000599 018079

ERFURT-Vliesfaser Premium

*Texture image 80 % reduced

*Texture image 80 % reduced
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ERFURT-
Variovlies

The ‘Original’

Lends a sophisticated look to walls 

Permanently smooth walls
Easy to apply
Fine textures to combat the effects of 
grazing light



ERFURT-Variovlies

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57

ERFURT-Variovlies  
lends a sophisticated look to walls
The trend towards smooth walls
The trend in recent years has been to plaster and perhaps paint the walls of  
new buildings, refurbishments and renovations. No wallcovering was applied: 
the walls were left "bare"!

Persuasive product benefits
The use of flat nonwoven wallcoverings from the new  
ERFURT-Variovlies product range offers a perfect alternative  
to "bare" walls. Regardless of whether they are used as a  
perfect base surface for paint, as a wallcovering to cover  
cracks, for long-lasing smooth walls or as a finely textured surface for enhanced comfort in your 
own home. Variovlies improves the indoor climate and creates a look that is as smooth as a 
plastered wall. What is more, these breathable and moisture-regulating natural products are 
healthy wallcoverings, free of PVC and other substances that could be harmful to health.

42



The benefits at a glance:
 • Healthy and breathable
 • Dimensionally stable and no soaking time
 • Covers cracks (Crack class A)
 • Can be re-painted several times 
 • Fewer seams, thanks to convenient width of 75 cm

The right solution for your smooth walls every time
Simple – fast – guaranteed success 
ERFURT flat nonwoven wallcoverings could not be easier to use. The high-grade and  
tear-resistant flat nonwoven wallcoverings can be applied to all base surfaces suitable  
for wallpapering. Simply and efficiently apply them using the paste-the-wall technique. 

Covers cracks – for lasting smooth walls without hair and spreading cracks 
Walls and plaster expand and shrink. Especially in new buildings or with freshly applied 
surfaces. Stresses and cracks are the result. Do you want to avoid unattractive effects on 
the wall? You can now enjoy long-lasting smooth walls without visible cracks with the crack-
covering qualities of Variovlies.

Easy to remove 
Have you ever wondered how you could remove different paint coverings or textured 
plaster? It couldn’t be simpler if paint or textured plaster is applied to ERFURT flat nonwoven 
wallcoverings and then simply removed in a single step together with the VARIOVLIES when 
you come to redecorate or renovate.

Wall with cracks

e.g. Variovlies Flat

Paint
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Order number: 1003704
Roll dimensions: 20.0 x 0.75 m/15.00 m2

Carton content: 4
Cartons per pallet: 40
EAN no.: 4000599 439690
Order number: 1003839
Roll dimensions: 20.0 x 0.53 m/10.60 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 33
EAN no.: 4000599 014774

Order number: 1003702
Roll dimensions: 20.0 x 0.75 m/15.00 m2

Carton content: 4
Cartons per pallet: 30
EAN no.: 4000599 439652
Order number: 1003903
Roll dimensions: 20.0 x 0.53 m/10.60 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 33
EAN no.: 4000599 016471

Variovlies Plano

Variovlies Eco Green

Order number: 1003706
Roll dimensions: 25.0 x 0.75 m/18.75 m2

Carton content: 4
Cartons per pallet: 30
EAN no.: 4000599 439010

Order number: 1003705
Roll dimensions: 25.0 x 0.75 m/18.75 m2

Carton content: 4
Cartons per pallet: 30
EAN no.: 4000599 439034
Order number: 1003840
Roll dimensions: 25.0 x 0.53 m/13.25 m2

Carton content: 6
Boxes per pallet: 33
EAN no.: 4000599 014781

Variovlies Flat Classic

Variovlies Flat Premium

ERFURT-Variovlies

100 % RECYCLIN
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Order number: 1003701
Roll dimensions: 25.0 x 0.75 m/18.75 m2

Carton content: 4
Boxes per pallet: 24
EAN no.: 4000599 439638

Order number: 1003703
Roll dimensions: 25.0 x 0.75 m/18.75 m2

Carton content: 4
Boxes per pallet: 24
EAN no.: 4000599 439676

Variovlies Sisal

Variovlies Sand

*Texture image 50 % reduced
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The Elegant One.

25 x 0.75 m

Simple to use Fine texture – suitable for any style Easy to apply
Slightly texture for every interior style

Variovlies 
SISAL
ELEGANT 150 g 

Cellulose nonwoven with a finely textured sur-
face

Cellulosenonwoven with slightly structured  
surface

The Strong One.

25 x 0.75 m
Excellent surface weight – extremely stable
Premium, professional quality flat nonwoven
Excellent coverage of the base surface

Variovlies 
FLAT
PREMIUM 170 g

Cellulose flat nonwoven made of high-quality 
cellulose and reinforced with textile fibres

The Elegant One.

25 x 0.75 m

Simple to use fine texture – suitable for any style
Variovlies 
SISAL
ELEGANT 150 g 

Cellulose nonwoven with a finely  
textured surface

25 x 0.75 m
The Fine One.

Variovlies 
SAND
FINE 150 g

Cellulose nonwoven with a finely  
textured surface

Easy to apply
• Fine texture – suitable for any style

 

The All-rounder.

20 x 0.75 m

Superwhite
Ultra-opaque
Healthy

Super white
Extra opaque
Healthy for living

Variovlies 
PLANO
SUPERWHITE 150 g

Sustainable flat nonwoven made of recycled pa-
per and reinforced with textile fibres

Sustainable flat nonwoven made from recycled 
paper reinforced with textile fibres

The Natural One.

20 x 0.75 m
20 x 0.53 m

CO2 -neutral
Professional quality
Environmentally-friendly, 
high-quality flat nonwoven

Variovlies 
ECO GREEN
SUSTAINABLE 150 g

Ecological flat nonwoven made of 
100 % sustainable and recycled 
fibres

100 % RECYCLIN
G 
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10
0 %
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CLINGFASERN 

The All-rounder.

20 x 0.75 m
20 x 0.53 m

Super white
Extra opaque
Healthy for living

Variovlies 
PLANO
SUPERWHITE 150 g

Sustainable flat nonwoven made of recycled 
paper and reinforced with textile fibres

The Classic One.

25 x 0.75 m 
25 x 0.53 m

Best seller
All-purpose
Easy to use

Variovlies 
FLAT
CLASSIC 150 g

Cellulose flat nonwoven made of 
high-quality cellulose and reinforced  
with textile fibres

BEST SELLER

Durable 
once 

painted

Uses 
minimal 

paint

Optimum 
base 

for paint

Covers base 
surfaces  

well

ERFURT-Variovlies

ERFURT-Variovlies wallcoverings compared
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ERFURT-lining paper
The ideal base wallpaper for all your decorative 
wallcoverings: create ideal absorbent base surfaces  
with ERFURT-lining paper and improve the adhesion  
of your paste.

•  Creates evenly coloured and absorbent base surfaces

•  Compensates for drying tension in the seam areas of 
wallcoverings

•  Breathable 



ERFURT-lining paper

Order number: 1000289
Roll dimensions: 33.5 x 0.53 m/17.7 m2

Carton content: 12
Boxes per pallet: 27
EAN no.: 4000599 000883

Order number: 1000292
Roll dimensions: 17 x 0.53 m/9.0 m2

Carton content: 20
Boxes per pallet: 24
EAN no.: 4000599 000951

Makulatur 88 PRO lining paper

Makulatur 95 PRO lining paper

Use with:
ERFURT Paste

Page 57
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EINSPARUNG VON HEIZENERG
IE%

bis zu

ENERGIE              S
PAREN

COCOCO

VERKÜRZUNG DER ANHEIZ
ZE

IT%
bis zu

Energy-saving
Fast heating up of cold rooms
Reflects and retains the warmth from the  
heating system
Quickly and efficiently creates 
 comfortable warmth

Practical
Durable, flexible wallcovering
Covers cracks
Perfect base surface for wallpaper

Preventative
Prevents mould by raising the  
surface temperature of the wall
Breathable

ERFURT- 
KlimaTec



ERFURT-KlimaTec

KlimaTec – Feel good and save energy
Interior walls and ceilings to which ERFURT-KlimaTec has been applied, radiate thermal ener-
gy back into the room. The maximum heat is thus available to heat up the room air.
Rooms heat up noticeably faster and with lower energy consumption. The warm air is perma-
nently retained within the room, as the thermal nonwoven acts as a dividing layer, separat-
ing the room from the cold walls.
The surface temperature of walls covered with KlimaTec increases by an average of 2 °C.  
The temperature in the room can therefore be lowered by at least 2 °C, without changing the 
comfort level in the space.

The benefits at a glance:
 • Ensures that rooms heat up quickly
 • Significantly reduces heating costs
 • Breathable and moisture-regulating
 • Prevents mould
 • Covers cracks

Save with the ERFURT-KlimaTec product range!

Thermovlies Basic ( 1 mm )

This entry-level product is ideal 
for thermally neutral interior walls 
separating different rooms.

Thermovlies Premium ( 3 mm )

The Premium product stands 
out on account of its particularly 
effective use of thermal energy  
on walls and ceilings.

up to 18 % 

up to 40 %

up to 65 % 

Saves  
heating energy

 
Less thermal  

storage energy  
 

Less thermal  
storage energy

up to 22 % 

up to 50 % 

up to 75 % 

Thermovlies 
Basic thermal 

nonwoven

Thermovlies 
Premium thermal 

nonwoven

1 mm 3 mm

1 tub of ERFURT-KlimaTec System Adhesive is sufficient for:
2 rolls of ERFURT-KlimaTec Thermovlies Premium thermal 
nonwoven or
3 rolls of ERFURT-KlimaTec Thermovlies Basic thermal non-
woven
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Order number: 1000638
Roll dimensions: 10.0 x 0.75 m/7.50 m2

Carton content: 1
Boxes per pallet: 48
EAN no.: 4000599 606009

Order number: 1001202
Contents in kg: 10
Bucket/pallet: 64
EAN no.: 4000599 606016

Order number: 1002130
Roll dimensions: 10.0 x 0.75 m/7.50 m2

Carton content: 2
Cartons per pallet: 48
EAN no.: 4000599 039258

KlimaTec Thermovlies Premium

KlimaTec System Adhesive 

KlimaTec Thermovlies Basic
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KLIMATEC

Energy-saving
•   Extremely fast heating up of 

cold rooms
•  Reflects and retains the warmth 

from the heating system
•  Quickly and efficiently creates 

comfortable warmth 

Practical
•   Durable, flexible wallcovering
•  Covers cracks
•  Perfect base surface for 

wallpaper

Preventative
•  Prevents mould by raising the 

surface temperature of the wall
•  Breathable

ERFURT-KlimaTec

Wallpaper and save energy
Applying ERFURT-KlimaTec Thermovlies thermal nonwoven to every wall surface creates an 
energy-saving base surface for pasting and wallpaper in a few easy steps.
We recommend applying ERFURT-KlimaTec Thermovlies Premium thermal nonwoven to every 
solid wall in a room and ERFURT-KlimaTec Basic to interior walls separating different rooms 
to achieve maximum energy savings.
ERFURT-KlimaTec Thermovlies thermal nonwoven wallcoverings can be applied to all solid 
smooth or textured base surfaces.
KlimaTec works best of all if you adhere to the 4 + 1 principle, that is to say applying KlimaTec 
Thermovlies thermal nonwoven to all solid walls and the ceiling.

  Heat loss in  
  a detached home

Roof 22 %

Cellar 15 %

Windows 20 %

Ventilation/
transmission 

losses 13 %

Façade 30 %
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• Easy to use
• Versatile
• Quick, simple and flexible to apply
• Healthy, environmentally-friendly, and comfortable

ERFURT-
KlimaTec-
RapidBoard

The lightweight construction system 
for a cosy and comfortable home 
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ERFURT-KlimaTec

Lightweight:  

Only 5 kg/m2

We recommend a system-based approach:
• Use KlimaTec-RapidBoard System Adhesive RB 10 and apply to the entire surface of KlimaTec-

RapidBoard for use on walls.
• Then use KlimaTec RapidBoard silicate filler to fill in the gaps.  

It provides the ideal base surface for subsequent wallpapering and painting work.
• And finally apply ERFURT's beautiful paintable and breathable wallcoverings to give your 

room a final touch.

Prevents 
mould

Breathable

Lightweight:
Only 5 kg/m2

Increases 
surface 

temperature
Excellent load- 

bearing capacity

Fire-retardant

Thermal 
conductivityFlexibleFrost-proof

Moisture-
resistant

Saves heating 
energy

€

Dimensionally 
stable

*information on the level of emissions of 
volatile substances into indoor air associated 
with a risk of toxicity through inhalation,  
on a scale from A+ (very low emissions) to  
C (high emissions)

KlimaTec Rapid-Board is simple to 
 fit – efficient to use
This ultra-lightweight board can be used indoors 
and outdoors, absorbs temperature-related 
structural movements, and is safe and easy to 
use. The integrated fibreglass webbing makes 
this unique environmentally-friendly and healthy 
construction board a veritable  
hard-wearing all-rounder.

The all-rounder: KlimaTec-RapidBoard
A lightweight construction board and comple-
mentary products for a wide range  
of applications.
Indoors
Use as dry walling, ceiling cladding, or for roof 
extensions ...
Wet rooms 
Bathroom renovations, pre-walls concealing 
bathroom appliances, pre-walls on cool  
outside walls, basement walls ....
Outdoors 
Car ports, sun rooms, sun houses, roof soffits, 
outdoor kitchens ...
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The comfort board
96 % of the KlimaTec-RapidBoard lightweight board is made of recycled waste glass (expanded glass 
granulate). It is very low-emission and breathable. It helps to generate a pleasant room climate, 
saving up to 11 % heating energy by raising the wall surface temperature. At the same time, this 
helps to prevent mould.

Benefits at a glance:
• Lightweight
• Easy to use 
• Versatile 
• Prevents mould
• Increases the surface temperature
• Regulates air humidity
• Saves heating energy
• Particularly low-emission

More product 
information  
on our website:

Highly productive ✔

Very easy to adhere and fill ✔

Excellent sorption and mois-
ture buffering properties ✔

KlimaTec-RapidBoard System Adhesive RB 10

Breathable
Reduces 

dust
Prevents 

mould

For perfect adhesion of the KlimaTec RapidBoard

ERFURT-KlimaTec-RapidBoard System Adhesive  
is a mineral-based adhesive for the secure,  
full-surface adhesion of KlimaTec-RapidBoards.

Benefits at a glance:
• Easy to apply 
• Excellent initial adhesion
• Good stability under load
• Breathable 
• Capillary-active 
• Reduced dust
• Prevents mould

Condensation is formed when high levels of air humidity encounter cold walls.  
This moisture quickly leads to mould formation.  
ERFURT-KlimaTec RapidBoard combats mould in three ways:

• The surface temperature of the wall or ceiling is raised due to the low  
thermal conductivity of the material.

• The ERFURT system is breathable and can buffer water vapour,  
thereby regulating air humidity.

• ERFURT's RapidBoard, System Adhesive RB 10 and Silicate Filler are mineral-based  
and alkaline, and so do not form a breeding ground for mould.

Good protection against mould formation
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ERFURT-KlimaTec

For a perfectly smooth wall surface 

Using the ready-to-use mineral-based emulsion filler to perfectly 
prepare KlimaTec-RapidBoard lightweight construction boards for
 smooth finishing with fine plaster, paint or wallpaper.

Benefits at a glance:
• Simple smoothing of base surfaces  

(Surface quality Q3/Q4)
• For breathable wall structures
• Prevents mould
• Apply with a palette knife,  

roller or powerful airless spray gun

Free of preservatives ✔

Free of plasticisers ✔

Free of solvents ✔

KlimaTec-RapidBoard Silicate Filler
More product 
information  
on our website:

Mineral-
basedBreathable

Prevents 
mould

The ERFURT KlimaTec-
RapidBoard system 
The lightweight construction  
system for every application

More product 
information  
on our website:

Product Item no.: EAN Dimensions / Contents:
ERFURT-KlimaTec-RapidBoard 10 1004273 4000599 016822 1,200 x 800 x 10 mm 
ERFURT-KlimaTec-RapidBoard 10 1004278 4000599 016846 2,400 x 1,200 x 10 mm
ERFURT-KlimaTec-RapidBoard Silicate Filler 1004489 4000599 016853 10 l
ERFURT-KlimaTec-RapidBoard System Adhesive RB 10 1004490 4000599 020430 15 kg 

For indoor use only
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ERFURT Accessories
Applying and repairing wallcoverings

•  The right paste for woodchip, nonwoven woodchip and 
nonwoven wallpapers

•  Woodchip Filler for minor repairs

•  Seam Adhesive for touching up



ERFURT & SOHN KG

ERFURT-Paste – handy for wallpapering
You’ve made the decision – the room is to be redecorated. You’ve already chosen your  
ERFURT wallcovering. Now you need to apply it to the wall. Not a problem with the right 
paste. ERFURT-pastes are designed specifically for the traditional method of hanging wood-
chip with a soaking time. They can also be used to hang nonwoven woodchip using the 
paste-the-wall technique, and efficiently hang nonwoven wallpapers – both flat and  
textured.
ERFURT-Paste – the right choice every time. 

ERFURT-Repair Filler
 ...when there’s a small blemish on the woodchip. ERFURT-Rauhfaser Filler rectifies it in an 
instant. It is designed for all textures to conceal drill holes, scratches and damage – use 
directly from the tube onto the wall.

ERFURT-Seam Adhesive
ERFURT-Seam Adhesive is perfect whenever the paste doesn't quite reach the wall when 
you’re wallpapering. Or if the joins slightly lift up after painting.
Simply insert the nozzle under the loosened wallcovering or use a small brush or cotton 
bud to apply to small areas. Leave to absorb briefly, press down – and you're done. 

Order number: 1004263
Tray contents; 24 no.
EAN no.: 4000599 019212 
EAN Tray no.: 4000599 019229
Suitable for all nonwoven wallpapers!

Nonwoven Wallpaper Paste
Pack contains 200 g
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Order number: 1003496
Tray contents; 24 no.
EAN no.: 4000599 011681 
EAN Tray no.: 4000599 011698
Suitable for all types of paper wallcoverings!

Order number: 1003497
Tray contents; 24 no.
EAN no.: 4000599 011742 
EAN Tray no.: 4000599 011759
Suitable for all nonwoven wallpapers!

Rauhfaser woodchip paste
Pack contains 200 g

Vlies-Rauhfaser Paste
Pack contains 200 g

Order number: 1003902
Tray contents; 12 pieces 
EAN no.: 4000599 016396 
EAN Tray no.: 4000599 016464
Suitable for all woodchip and nonwoven  
woodchip wallcoverings!

Order number: 1004332
Tray contents; 12 pieces 
EAN no.: 4000599 017911 
EAN Tray no.: 4000599 017928
Suitable for all wallcoverings!

Woodchip filler
Pack contains 330 g

Seam Adhesive
Pack contains 60 g
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ERFURT & SOHN KG

ERFURT-PoS Displays 
We offer a wide range of different display options, which can be combined to suit individual 
requirements, for optimum display of our products at the point of sale.

Examples:

1. The traditional row of pallets 
It is generally used for fast-moving products, such as woodchip and nonwoven woodchip.  
It can be individually scaled up on the basis of Euro pallet dimensions, according to the size 
of your store. Product information conveyed on top panels and product-specific display 
boxes make the traditional row of pallets a total concept at any PoS.

Sell more with attractive 

product displays
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2. Shop systems
Products are placed, generally horizontally, into compartments in different decorating stores. 
Painted sample panels with corresponding textures are attached to the front of each com-
partment. The shop systems are ideal for high-quality woodchip and nonwoven woodchip 
wallcoverings and also for high-quality wallpaper.

3. Customised solutions
Apart from the standard modules that ERFURT offers, it also supplies customised solutions 
developed in close consultation with the customer.
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ERFURT & SOHN KG

4. Promotional displays
An attractive PoS does not need to be permanent. Targeted campaigns with attractive PoS 
communication and individually designed boxes and labels attract attention and reach out 
to customers in your store. 

Get in touch with us – we’d be happy to advise you. 

Sell more with attractive 

product displays
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Martin Aschmoneit
Region 34-36,40-42,44-48,50-61,65                                  
Mobile + 49 173 - 252 80 43

Dirk Meyer
Region 20-33,37,38,49
Mobile + 49 172 - 276 88 67

Christopher Schäfer
Region 63,64,66-97
Mobile +49 151 - 615 123 01

René Scharhag
Region 01-04,06-10,12-19,39,98,99
Mobile +49 173 - 252 80 48

DIY Sales Team

ERFURT & SOHN KG
Hugo-Erfurt-Str. 1
42399 Wuppertal, Germany

Your contacts
Mark Wasserfuhr 
Head of Business Development DIY International
+ 49 202 6110 260
m.wasserfuhr@erfurt.com

Christine Books 
Key Account Manager
+ 49 202 6110 392
c.books@erfurt.com

Steffen Renfordt
Key Account Manager
+ 49 202 6110 464
s.renfordt@erfurt.com
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ERFURT & SOHN KG
Hugo-Erfurt-Str. 1
42399 Wuppertal
GERMANY
info@erfurt.com

www.erfurt.comBM
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